
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS ANSWERS – STD 3 

TEST 1 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.toys      2. knives       3. donkeys     4.benches      5.trophies 

6.himself      7. themselves       8. ourselves      9.bought     10.laughed 

11.stole/punished     12.fell      13. careful    14.large      15. furious     16.recently   

17.everywhere/anywhere     18.wrongly/bitterly    19. does not     20.should not 

 

SECTION 2---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.effects-affects      2.importent-important   3.anather-another      4.picnick- 

picnic      5. canceling-cancelling      6.captein-captain     7.Gary      8.didn’t 

9.King’s     10.go?”     11.however,     12.tree.     13. see-saw     14.batch-flock 

15.loud-loudly      16.sheeps-sheep     17.was-were     18.them-they 

 

SECTION 3---COMPREHENSION 

19. Products that can be obtained from sheep are wool, meat and milk. 

20. Two differences are: 1.Goats have a hairy coat and sheep a woolly one. Goats 

have beards and backward slanting horns, whereas, sheep have curly horns.  

21.Pastures are grasslands/meadows/open fields. 

22. Sheep were some of the first animals to be domesticated. 
23. It was found that the fleece or wool could be shaved off without killing the 

sheep. It would grow again so sheep began to be bred for their wool. 

24. The shearer needs great skill to hold the sheep still and remove the wool in 

one piece without cutting the sheep. 

25. The main idea of paragraph 3 is the usefulness of sheep. 

26. A suitable title is “The Importance of Sheep”. 
27. The kites are compared to coloured birds. A simile was used. 

28. The poet wished he was small and light so he would climb on a tree and sail 

up in the sky. 

29. “ And hear the songs that the wild wind sings”. 

30. The mood is excitement. The line is “What fun it would be to look right 

down”. 

31. Drift means the same as float. 

32.The poet wanted to sail in the air like a kite. 

33.Another suitable title for the poem is “My Wishes” or any other suitable 

answer. 

34. The poet is daydreaming about sailing in the air like a kite. 

35. The main purpose of the flyer is to let the public know that South 

Government School is having its annual fund raising barbeque. 

36. Free drink with each purchase. 



37. A customer can collect a box of barbeque at he auditorium of South 

Government School. 

38. Annual means yearly. 

39.Images are used to attract the readers attention so that they read the flyer 

and will be encouraged to purchase a box of barbeque. 

40. The flyer can be placed on a notice board in school because a lot of parents 

and students will read it there. 

 

TEST 2 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.The child’s toy      2. The men’s boots       3. The teacher’s table     4.I      5.us 

6.them      7. cut       8. taken     9. staying     10. stopped/stealing 

11. play    12.are     13. shop    14. visits      15. easiest     16. more expensive   

17.most     18.behind/during    19. over     20. from 

 

SECTION 2---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

 

1.temperature      2. constant   3.appears      4.outer        5. through     6.waste     

7.ants?     8.James    9.Fernando    10.They     11.are.     12.food,      

13. lives-live     14.are-is      15.off-of      16.a - an     17.them-they   

18. larger-large 

 

SECTION 3---COMPREHENSION 

 

19.Soft drinks can be divided into three groups: “carbonated” beverages, “still 

drinks” and pure fruit juices. 

20. Carbonated beverages are those which have been “fizzy” by being charged 

with carbon dioxide. Non-carbonated drinks or “Still drinks” have no carbon 

dioxide. They are sometimes bottled in concentrated forms. This means that 

they have to be diluted with water before being drunk. 

21.Reduce means to lessen. 

22. Soft drinks have been developed as a favourite form of refreshment for over 

200 years. 

23. Pure fruit juices has been heated to reduce the water content and make it 

easier to transport to factories. In the factories, water is added and the juice is 

packaged or bottled. 

24.Carbon dioxide causes a drink to be fizzy. 

25.Pure fruit juices with nothing added to them. 

26. A suitable title for the passage is “Soft Drinks” / “Types of Soft Drinks” 

27. A record was set that a month’s quota of rain was met. 

28.A dry spell is a long period of time without rain. 



29. “The drink was welcomed by the parched earth”. 

30. The people complained about getting wet. They wanted the sun again. 

31.Another word for ‘thankful’ is ‘grateful’. 

32. “His” refers to God. 

33. We should be grateful for the sun and rain/We should not complain but 

make the most of the sun and rain/Leave everything in God’s hand when we 

don’t have control of things. 

34. A suitable title is “The Rain”  

35. Temporarily relieves coughing, chest congestion and ailments affecting the 

respiratory system. (Any two) 

36.Children only between 6-12 years old. 

37.The recommended dose is 5ml three times daily. 

38.  The purpose of the word ‘Warning’ is to caution uses or make them aware 

to do not take more than the recommended dose. It may cause drowsiness. 

39.Justin cannot use the product because the label states that it is for children 

6-12 years old and Justin is 3 years old. 

40. The expiry date is missing and this tells us when the product is 

safe/unsafe to use. 

 

TEST 3 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.adverb      2. verb       3. adjective     4. crew     5. choir      6.staff      7. lady’s       

8. girls’       9. babies’        10. Nicholas’       11.louder      12.most sweetly 

13. better      14. more slowly      15. while     16. since    17. but    18.has/have    

19. quick/quickly     20. who’s/whose 

 

SECTION 2---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

 

1.adults      2. television   3.gather     4.internet       5. interested    6.their     

7.Arima       8.It’s      9.swing.    10.high,”    11. After     12. juice,     

13. flies-fly    14.have-has      15.helps-help      16.across-in    17.who-which/that   

18. are-is 

 

SECTION 3---COMPREHENSION 

 

19. The only unusual thing was how anxious the adults seemed to be getting. 

20. A metrologist is a person who forecasts/predicts the weather. 

21.Investigate means to find out/ to examine/to explore 

22.The author went to investigate because he heard noises coming from the 

basement. 



23. “and the lights all over the house were off” and “The power all over town 
is out” tell us that there was no electricity. 

24.Due to the rainfall, the basement was flooded out and there were things 

floating about. 

25. He assisted his parents with the flooding in the basement. 

26. Secure important document in plastic bags/ Buy drinking water/ Buy 

flashlights and candles/ Secure canned foods/Prepare an emergency kit/Move 

furniture and appliances to higher grounds/Evacuate 

27.They began to quarrel over who should have a mouse. 

28.The quarrel began one stormy night. 

29. “I will have that mouse,” said the eldest son”. 

30. The old woman seized her sweeping broom, and swept the two kittens right 
out of the room. 
31. “Seized” means held or grabbed. 

32. The season is winter. “The ground was covered with frost and snow” / All wet 
with the snow, and cold as ice” 

33. Simile used: They crept in, as quiet as mice/All wet with the snow, and cold 
as ice. 
34. The kittens learnt that it was better to lie down and sleep than to quarrel 

and fight. 
35.Sachin is responsible for putting out his advertisement. 

36.The purpose of the flyer is to inform the public that a black English bulldog 
is missing and the owner wants to locate him. 

37. The dog was last seen on Sunday 21st March, 2019. 

38. Huge reward for any information on the dog. 

39.A picture of the dog was used on the flyer to attract the readers’ attention to 

the flyer and to show the public how the dog looks. 

40.The owner should for the dog around Dan’s Play Park, Gasparillo because 

the dog was last seen there. 

 

TEST 4 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.bushes      2. knives       3. children     4. desks     5. passers-by      

6.music,senior      7. old,broken       8. empty      9. played       10. met, bought       

11.seen      12.written     13. me     14. they      15. him      16. against    17. off   

18.into    19. because    20. but 

SECTION 2---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

 

1.countries      2. extremely   3.colouring    4.difficult      5. quite    6.slowly     

7.Friday       8.travelling.      9.home?”   10.didn’t   11. I     12. Doesn’t     

13. is-are   14.more-most     15.larger-largest      16.it’s-its    17.off-of   

18. came-come 



 

SECTION 3---COMPREHENSION 

 

19. They anchor the plant to one particular part of the ground and so 
supporting the rest of the plant and by absorbing water and mineral salts from 

the ground 
20.Root hairs absorb water and dissolved chemicals from the soil. 

21.Absorb means to take up/take in. 
22. A tap root is large and maybe fleshy, like that of a carrot or woody like a 
tree root. Fibrous roots consist of many roots all of about the same size such as 

in grasses. 
23.Two roots eaten by man are beetroot and carrots. 

24. When many plants with fibrous root systems are grown together, their roots 

help to hold the soil in place and prevent it from being eroded or worn away. In 

places where there is much soil erosion, plants with fibrous roots are often 

planted in order to bind the soil particles together.  

25. The main idea of paragraph 3 is “Uses of Roots”. 

26. A suitable title for the passage is “The Importance of Roots”. 

27.The importance of school is to gain knowledge. 

28.Students can engage in sports, clubs and activities. 

29.Line 20: “ to expand every mind”. 

30.To get the most out of school you should consistently attend school/come to 

school regularly. 

31.Seek means to pursue or try to find. 

32.You need to attend school to get a good education so that you can get a job 

and be independent. Also to be equipped with other skills to function in society. 

33. Subjects and teaching styles are compared to backpacks. 
The figure of speech used is a simile. 

34.A suitable title for the poem is “The Importance of School”. 
35. The Principal and Staff of Southern Primary School is responsible for the 
notice. 

36.The purpose of the notice is to inform parents and students that the school 
is having a grand bazaar. 

37.Attractions include bouncy castle, ring game, rock climbing, horror house 
and bran tub.(Any two) 
38. You should contact the organisers:  Ms. Singh, Ms. Lall & Mr. Mitchell   

at 230-9180. 
39. An image or picture was used to attract the readers attention so they will 

be encouraged to attend the bazaar. 
40.The notice should be placed at the school’s notice board because all parents 
and students read it regularly. 

 
 
 



TEST 5 
SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.ladies’      2.Roy’s      3.James’      4.children’s      5.collective      6.abstract      

7.Proper      8.do      9.wash     10.attends     11.has     12.brightly      

13.yesterday      14.very      15.youngest      16.more successful      17.best      

18.themselves      19.himself      20.myself 

SECTION 2---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.require      2.education     3.taught     4.different      5.exist     6.mentally      

7.couldn’t      8.Bear’s      9.Baby      10.However,         11.dripping,     

12.Finally,     13.contain-contains       14.is-are      15. through-across     

16.cleaned-clean     17.hid-hides     18.watching-watch 

 

SECTION 3--COMPREHENSION 

19. The three forms are solid, liquid and gas. 

20. Matter in its solid form has a definite shape, it also takes up a certain 

amount of space. Matter in its liquid form takes up a certain amount of space. 

Liquids do not have a definite shape. It shapes itself like the container it is in. 

21.Vibrate means to shake. 

23.Gas particles are tiny and have lots of space in between them. They bounce 

around very fast. 

24.Solid- ice, table, cupboard or any other object. 

    Liquid-water, milk, juice etc. 

25. “Matter is its liquid form”. 

26. “The Three Forms of Matter” is a suitable title for the passage. 

27. The poet fell asleep in class that day because he was awfully bored. 

28.The poet was in class. 

29. “I slept through class, and probably I could have slept some more” 

 30. His hair was a disgrace, clothes were rumpled, eyes glazed and red and 

there was a three-ring indentation on his head. 

31.Rumpled means untidy/messy/crumpled. 

32.The poet could have been tired. 

33.The poet is a teacher. A line to support my answer is “except my students 

woke me”. 

34.The mood of the poem is comical. 

35. The index is found at the back of a book. 

36. The topics are arranged in alphabetical order. 

37. A reader can find information on ‘acquiring a cat’ and ‘animal shelters’ on 

page 19. 

38. On page 15 you will find information on ‘adopting adult  cats’. 



39.A book about cats. 
40.An index is important because it helps the reader to find topics easily in the 

book.     

 

TEST 6 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.buses      2.stories     3.keys, boys    4. photos      5.deer, journeys     6.that     

7.who      8.whom     9.sleeping     10.swept, mopped     11.torn     12. planning     

13. Adjective     14.Adverb     15.Conjunction     16.most greedily     17.sooner     

18.more     19.or    20.because 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.landed     2.islands    3.their    4.culture     5.tried     6.vain     7.doesn’t     

8.Last     9.Barbados     10.Mark’s     11.sister-in-law     12.Amy.     13.wide-

widely     14.are-is     15.ground-grounded   16.off-in     17.healthy-health     

18.growed-grown 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19. Natural resources are found in the earth. 

20. A renewable resource can be used repeatedly and are replaced naturally. 

This resource never runs out. A non- renewable resource cannot be replaced 

and there is a limited supply. 

21.Conserve means to save or preserve. 

22.Water is a very important natural resource because we all need it to live. 

23. When you try to conserve a natural resource, you use less of it so it does 

not get used up so fast. 

24.Renewable resource: solar energy, oxygen 

    Non-renewable resource: coal 

25. The main idea of paragraph 3 is how to conserve water. 

26. All our non-renewable resources will be used up and will not be available 

for us to use. 

27.The lion cried at the thought of a little sting. 

28. Another name that the lion is referred to in the poem is ‘big bad cat’. 

29. “I witnessed it myself that day” tells us the poet saw everything 
     that happened. 
30. A lion can easily scare us with his mighty roar and size. 

31.Conceal means to hide. 
32. Two different feeling experienced by the lion in the poem are embarrassed 
and scared. 

33. A simile is used. “But to see him tremble and throw a fuss, 
               Felt like winning a first-place prize”. 



34.The mood of the poem is comical. 
35.The name of the programs/time the programs start and end/length of the 

programs. 
36. “The Voice” is 1 ½ hours long. 

37. A viewer can see ‘Scorpion’ at 10:00 p.m. on CBS. 
38. Four programs are listed on CBS between 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
39. Programs listed in the TV guide are ‘The Good Doctor/The Brave/The 

Gifted/Valor/9JKL 
40.He will be viewing ‘Dancing with the Stars’. 

  
 

TEST 7 

SECTION 1—GRAMMAR SKILLS 

1.ladies      2.geese      3.sheep     4.potatoes      5.roofs     6.Science, huge     

7.blue     8.narrow,dusty     9.written     10.packed, drove    11.skipping     

12.cried    13.me     14.you     15.us   16.beside     17.before     18.of     

19.unless     20.because 

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.important     2.flour     3.chiefly     4.climate     5.driest     6.softer     7.I     

8.don’t     9.John     10.grandma.     11. swings,     12.holidays?    13. was-were     

14.throwed-threw     15.gentle-gently     16.have-had     17.see-seen     

18.frighteningly-frightening 

 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

 

19. Crocodiles and alligators are referred to as carnivores because they eat 

meat. 

20. When an alligator shuts its mouth, you can’t see any teeth in its bottom 

jaw. When a crocodile close its mouth, you can see the fourth tooth on each 

side of its bottom jaw. 

21. Guards means to protect. 

22. The lines which tells us that the crocodile is a caring parent are: ‘She 

guards them for about three months until they hatch and then carries them 

gently in her big mouth down to the water / She continues to protect them 

from predators or animals that would eat them for another few weeks before 

leaving them to fight their own battles. 

23.No. Crocodiles tend to live in saltwater habitats while alligators hang out in 

freshwater marshes and lakes. 



24. A crocodile buries the eggs under sand in the riverbank to protect them for 

predators that may eat the eggs. 

25.It is dangerous/It might harm you. 

26.Differences between an alligator and a crocodile. 

27.Air and land pollution are mentioned in stanza 1 of the poem. 

28. “Earth Day” is referred to in the poem. 

29. “Learn about the problems we face and help others understand”. 

30. According to the poem, TWO things you can do to  reduce pollution are 

help clean a beach and recycle bottles and cans. 

31. Litter means the same as garbage/mess/rubbish. 

32. This line tells the reader that something can be done to stop the pollution. 

33. ‘Show the earth you care’ is the message given in stanza 4 of the poem? 

34. ‘Caring for the Earth’  

35. Sunday is hot and sunny. 

36. The maximum temperature on Saturday is 28°C  and on Sunday is 34°C. 

37.The sun rises at an earlier time on Saturday. 

38. Nil rainfall means no rainfall. 

39.Daniel should take his family to the beach on Sunday because it is hot and 

sunny. 

40. A weather forecast is important because it helps us to plan for the activities 

of the day. 

 

TEST 8 
 

SECTION 1 

 
1.father’s     2. birds’     3.men’s     4.Jones’     5.collective     6.proper     

7.abstract     8.do     9.have     10.cleans     11.work    12. neatly    13.tomorrow     

14.everywhere    15.thinner     16.healthier     17.most graceful     18.myself     

19.ourselves     20.themselves     

 

   
 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.making     2.reared     3.countries     4.different     5.manufactured     

6.blankets     7.I’m     8. Mama     9.It’s     10.Come     11.sat,     12.butterflies. 

13.step-stepped     14.darkly-dark   15.them-they    16.it-them     17.fly-flew     

18.there-their 

 

 



SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19.The table was big and brown. It had scratches in it from her brother's fork 

and marker stains from the pictures she drew. It even had big chunks chewed 

out of one of the legs. 

20. In the sunny afternoons, she ate cookies and drank milk at the kitchen 

table. She painted, played games, and finished her homework. 

21.Chunks are pieces or portions. 

22. The mood is happiness/contentment. ‘It was where she always felt warm 

and safe and happy’.  

23.Simile: ‘the smells of dinner encircling her like a warm blanket’. 

24.Mummy replaced the old table with a new one. 

25. Mood: sadness ‘Tear filled her eyes’.  

26. ‘The Kitchen Table’ / Kara’s Favourite Table’ 

27. The poet loves recess. 

28. Assign means to give. 

29. Simile: ‘you’re special like snow’ 

30 Recess keeps the poet away from teachers in school and gives the poet a 

break from a really hard test. 

31.The mood of the poet during recess is happiness. ‘We’re happy we have you’. 

32.Two physical activities done during recess are play kickball and run in the 

sun. 

33.The lines are repeated in the poem to emphasise or show how much the 

poet loves recess. 

34.Teacher’s discretion. Any suitable response. 

35.Danny’s Book Store is responsible for putting out the advertisement. 

36. Non - Fiction refers to factual books.   Fiction is imaginary books such as 

stories. 

37.The minimum cost of a book is $10. 

38.Images are used to attract the readers’ attention so that they would read the 

advertisement and be encouraged to come into the store and buy. 

39. Buy two books and get one free. 

40.The address/location is missing. This is important because the reader will 

want to know where to find the store. 
 

TEST 9 
 

SECTION 1 
1.monkeys     2.classes     3.loaves, women     4.spoonfuls     5.thieves,shelves     

6. whom     7. which     8.who     9.stood     10.cancelled, left     11.studied     

12.hurt     13.adverb     14.pronoun     15.verb     16. furthest    17.most loudly     

18.better     19.because     20.or      



SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.several     2.vacation     3.chores     4.swimming     5.hiking     6.beach     

7.Johnson     8.as:     9.meat,     10.prepared,     11.sister-in-law     12.Canada    

13.were-was     14.of-off     15.their-there    16.among-between     17.weren’t-

wasn’t   18. easy-easily  

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19. A biome is an area with very distinctive plants and animals that have 

adapted to life in that particular environment. 

20. The emergent layer has giant trees growing from 100 to 240 feet tall. These 

trees have umbrella-shaped crowns that grow high above the rest of the forest. 

The trees in the canopy grow up to 130 feet tall, and they form a tight canopy, 

or covering, over the rest of the forest which allows very little sunlight to come 

down. The branches and trunks of these trees are covered with smaller plants 

and appear to be tied together with hundreds of vines. 

21. Portions are parts. 

22. There is little life on the forest floor because it is dark and less than 2% of 

the sun's light reaches this area. 

23. Rainforests have covered large portions of the Earth for millions of years.  

24. The understory is very warm and humid. 

25.Yes, rainforests are found in our country. Our country has a tropical climate 

where rainforests grow best. 

26.’Tropical Rainforests’. 

27. When the funds are low and the debts are high / And you want to smile 

but you have to sigh. 

28. This means that you have little money or not enough money. 

29. Life is queer with its twists and turns. 

30. ‘When things go wrong as they sometimes will’ shows that life is not perfect 

at all times. 

31. Queer means odd or strange. 

32. Success is failure turned inside out. 

33.A suitable title is “Don’t Give Up” or “Don’t Quit”.  

34.Don’t give up even though at times things may not go the way you want   

them to, there may be twists and turns or ups and downs. Face up to the   

 situation and don’t quit. 

35. The Health Association of T & T is responsible for the notice. 
36. The purpose of the notice is to inform the public of a free lecture on    
 Dengue Fever. 

37. Symptoms are signs or indications of the fever. 
38. Information on Aedes Aegypti Mosquito/Signs and symptoms of Dengue 

Fever/ Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever/Protection Against Dengue. 
39.To attract the readers’ attention and highlight important information. 



40. There is probably a major outbreak of dengue fever in that area and the          
public there needs to informed about the dangers of dengue fever and   

ways to stop the spread of it.  

 

TEST 10 
 

SECTION 1 
1.berries     2.dresses    3.trolleys     4.teeth     5.handfuls     6.himself     

7.themselves    8.itself     9.cut     10.to read    11.participating, held     

12.wrapped     13.expensive     14.vegetable   15.graduation     16.frantically, 

everywhere     17.twice, quickly     18.never     19.will not     20.I will 

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.demonstrate     2.offered     3.promised     4.accountable    5.behaviour     

6.individual     7.Advertising     8.ways:    9.television,      10.Trinidad     

11.products.    12.seen?     13.teach-teaches     14.entertains-entertain    

15.actly-act     16.but-or     17.is-are     18.exact-exactly 

 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19.A person can choke when anything solid enough or big enough blocks the 

windpipe and the victim cannot get air. 

20.To show the importance of the information/To highlight important 

information. 

21.This may force air from the lungs pushing the object out of the airway. 

22. The Heimlich maneuver is when the first-aider should stand behind the 

victim, lock the hands together just below the victim’s ribs then pull the locked 
hands back rapidly and forcefully. 

23. Two serious consequences of choking are the victim may lose consciousness 
or the victim may die. 
24.Gina is not a trained first-aider. She is a child and these techniques should 

never be tried by untrained children and it should be tried by a responsible adult 
only in an emergency.  

25. One word from paragraph 2 that means the same as “technique” is method. 
26.Call an ambulance or take the person to the nearest Health Centre or 
Hospital. 

27.He was afraid he should fall if he tried to fly.'  
28.Tranquil means calm/still. 
29.The big kite told the little kite to try. 

30.Whirling/stirred/trembling. 
31.A simile is used. ‘And the boys like small dots moving around’. 

32.Beginning: scared/frightened—‘But the little kite said, 'I'm afraid I'll fall.'  



     End: proud----' Then how the little kite thrilled with pride’ 
             happiness---''Oh, how happy I am!' the little kite cried’. 

33. The little boys appeared as small dots to the little kite because he was very 
high in the sky looking down. 

34.Try and you will be successful/ Don’t be afraid to try at new things.  
35.The purpose of the advertisement is to inform the public that TECNO BUZZ 
is now open. 

36.The company specializes in cellphone, tablets, laptops, hand held 
computerized games. 
37.‘Now Open’ tells the reader that the company has not been in existence 

before. 
38.The purpose of using images is to attract the customers’ attention/to show 

them what the products look like/to persuade the customers to buy the 
products. 
39.On facebook, visit the website at: www.technobuzz.com and telephone: 234-

0989. 
40. The address is missing and this is important because customers will want 

to know where to find the company. 
 

TEST 11 
SECTION 1 
 

1.tigress     2.niece     3.uncle     4.I     5.us     6.them     7.preparing     8.threw     

9.performing     10.sold, saved     11.watch     12.takes     13.listens,read     

14.were     15.sunnier     16.more comfortable     17.most     18.Justin     

19.The puppy     20.He      

 

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.holes    2.powerful     3.species     4.climbing     5.foreward     6.rising     

7.out!”     8.Nicholas’     9.water.     10.Unfortunately,     11.soaked:     12. “This     

13.fracture-fractured      14.stronger-strongest     15.which-whom     16.hisself-

himself     17.or-and      18.was-were 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19.The author let the dog outside because it was so cold that he didn’t want   

 to go outside. 

20.Mood of the author is worried. Line: “Distressed, I returned home.” 

Mood of the mother: Angry. Line: “My mother was very angry with me.” 

21. This line tells the reader that the author realized that what he did was 

wrong. 

http://www.technobuzz.com/


22.Extremely means the same as incredibly. 

23.The line suggests that he kept looking and looking and going around the 

neighbourhood  for the dog. 

24.The author’s mother told him that he should have done his job that 

morning. 

25.The lesson learnt is to fulfil your responsibility because if you don’t, the 

consequences may put you in serious problems in the end. 

26. “The Lost Dog” or any suitable answer. 
27.Two words that describe movement are crawl and creep. 

28.The sense of hearing. 
29.Birds that come out in the night e.g. owls 
30.The night is compared to a wild enchanted park. 

31. Enchanted means magical/captivating 

32. ‘The night’s a sea of dappled dark’. 

33 ‘Welcome to the night’ is repeated at the end of each stanza of the poem to 

emphasize that the poet is inviting all to the night life in the forest. 

34.The mood is calmness/peacefulness. 

35.The notice is targeted to all parents and teachers of South Government 
School. 

36.The purpose of the notice is to inform parents and teachers of South 
Government School about a PTA meeting on bullying. 
37.Urgent means crucial/important. 

38.The notice can be placed on the school’s notice board where a lot of parents 
will read it. 
39.A parent can Contact Mr. Danisingh, PRESIDENT of the Parent Teacher 

Association at 213-0989 for more information. 
40.Bullying is an urgent topic for discussion in the meeting because it is 

occurring frequently and needs to be stopped. 

 
TEST 12 

 
SECTION 1 
1.adverb     2.preposition     3.noun     4.team     5.board     6.bouquet    
7.Edan’s     8.girls’     9.children’s     10.man’s     11.fastest     12.more clearly     

13.least     14.more patiently     15.because     16.while     17.but     18.has-
have     19.clever-cleverest     20.swarm-herd 
 

 
SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.monthly     2.conference   3.meetings     4.discussed     5.indiscipline     

6.performance     7.It     8.beach.    9.Tobago     10.trip:     11.equipment,     

12.Nylon     13.get-gets   14.their-its     15.was-is     16.fiercely-fierce     

17.catch-caught     18.too-two 



 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19. It is funnel shaped. 
20. The ossicles acts as levers to increase the force of the vibrations moving the 
liquid in the snail-shaped inner ear called the cochlea.  

21. Nerve messages enable us to hear and understand sounds including 

speech. 
22. Having two ears, one on either side of the head, helps us to tell where a            

sound is coming from as it will be louder in one ear than the other unless it is 

straight ahead or immediately behind.          

23. ‘The ear and brain working together can separate sounds depending on 
how loud they are and how high and low they are.’ 

24. The main idea of paragraph 1 is “How we hear sounds’.     

25. Burst means the same as perforated. 

26.1.Don’t put sharp objects into the ear. The eardrum may damage.   

   11.Avoid extremely loud music/sound that may damage the eardrum and   

    cause loss of hearing.  (or any other reasonable answer)  

27. The bully taunts him and leers at him. 

28.Taunt means insult/harass/criticize/pester/bother 

29. ‘I don’t like it much!’ 

30. The bully will punch the poet. 

31. He will bring someone for the bully who is bigger than the bully. 

32. I do not agree with how the poet intends to deal with the bully because that 

can lead to a bigger problem. There can be fights and the bully may continue to 

taunt the poet. 

33. You can report the incident to your teacher, principal, parent or an adult/ 

Tell the bully to stop/ Walk away from the situation. 

34. ‘The Bully”. 

35.This is the practice in which people, companies and government attempt to 

reduce their water usage. 

36.Turn off the tap when brushing your teeth and take shorter showers. 

37.Conserve means to save or preserve. 

38.Illustrations or pictures attract the readers’ attention to the information in 

the poster/ To enhance the viewers’ interest and understanding. 

39.The Water Management Agency is responsible for the poster. 

40.Wash cars with buckets not a hose/ Water plants with buckets not a 

hose/Wash large loads of clothes/Turn off tap while washing dishes/ Fix 

leaking pipes. 

 

 



TEST 13 
 

SECTION 1 
1.common      2.abstract     3.proper     4.collective     5.proper     6.bride     

7.waitress     8.actress     9.cut      10.drivivg    11.crying, sang     12.baked      

13.fatal     14.mischievous     15.interesting     16.stealthily, yesterday     

17.once    18.slowly, quietly       19.cannot     20.have not      

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.countries     2.extremely     3.colouring     4.difficult     5.quite     6.slowly     

7.Mrs.     8.Marabella      9.didn’t      10.market.      11.as:     12.pumpkin,     

13.occur-occurs      14.there-their     15.in-into     16.easy-easily     17.to-too     

18.contributing-contribute 

 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19.The village was set on fire so that the villagers will flee from the flames and 
    will be caught by the slave traders. 
20.MOOD: Frightened          LINE: the villagers ran in terror from the flames.                                                                                                

21.They were chained so that they don’t run away or escape from the slave   
traders.   

22. ‘She was marched to the coast, where she saw the ocean and a ship for the  
first time”. 

23. Phillis felt sadness/ grief to be away from her family. 

24. No, because humans have the right to life, liberty and property and they      
      should not have been taken from their homeland.  
25. Proof means the same as evidence. 

26. Susannah was a kind and generous slave master as she was responsible   
     for teaching Phillis to read and write and educated her so that she can write   

     poetry.   
27.The poet is speaking to his teacher. 
28.  Rummaged means to searched or dug up. 

29. The poet took half the night to work on his assignment.    
30. “My dragon burned my homework, 

      Just like he did last week”. 
31.He left the homework on the chair but it wasn’t there the next morning. 
32.The dragon burning the poet’s homework is the most unbelievable because 

dragons are fictional/ not real and are not kept at home. 
33. I think the teacher would make him do the homework in school/ punish 
him for not doing homework/call in his parents. 



34. Yes because you are able to get additional reinforcement or  practice on 
what was taught during the day.  

35.Carlos is responsible for the advertisement. 
36.The purpose of the advertisement is to inform the public of an online              

Spanish course that is being offered by Carlos.                                                                                                         
37. Online means that you have to be connected to Carlos through the internet 
using a computer or other device to do the Spanish.              

38. Study in the comfort of your home without interrupting your      
schedule/Study with any device anywhere in the world/No lengthy   
downloads or installation required/Download lessons to your mobile device to 

continue learning offline. (Any two)  
39. Images are used to attract the readers’ attention and interest in the  

advertisement.     
40. They can email Carlos @ spanishwithcarlos.com. 
 

 

TEST 14 
 

 

SECTION 1 
1.oxen     2.wolves     3.watches     4.potatoes     5.tomatoes     6.hard working, 
red     7.robust, ferocious     8.dusty     9.working     10.stopped, took  11.began 
12.hid    13.them     14. I     15.they     16.on    17. through     18.before/after     

19.because     20.but        

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.probably     2.instruments     3.families     4.music     5.public     6.studied     

7.Arouca     8.strong,      9.pig’s     10.Pigs     11.lard,     12.medicines.    
13.larger-largest    14.feeds-feed     15.is-are     16.Them-They     17.there-their     
18.endanger-endangered 

 

SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19. Egg, larva, pupa, and adult are the four stages in the life cycle. 

20. The eggs are laid on plants by the adult female butterfly because the plants 
will then become the food for the hatching caterpillars. 

21.Species means types/kinds. 
22. “the pupa may be suspended under a branch, hidden in leaves or buried 
underground” 

23. The job of the caterpillar is to eat and eat and eat. As the caterpillar grows it 
splits its skin and sheds it about 4 or 5 times. Food eaten at this time is stored 

and used later as an adult. 



24. Special cells that were present in the larva are now growing rapidly. They will 
become the legs, wings, eyes and other parts of the adult butterfly.  

25. It is used for flying. The adult female can easily fly from place to place to find 
the right plant for its eggs. 

26. “The Life Cycle of a Butterfly”. 
27. The scarecrow is out in the open surrounded by fields of ears. 

      A corn field. 

28.He was forced to scare away his only company. 

29. “or hear you cry your tears”. 

30. The mood is sadness. “but no one to see your smile/or hear you cry your 

tears” 

31. Scare means to frighten. 

32.This line tells the reader that the clothes are ripped up into bits and pieces. 

This is so because the scarecrow has been there out in the sun and rain for a 

long period of time. The corn is almost fully grown. 

33. “The Lonely Scarecrow”. 

34. The poet feels that the scarecrow’s life is a very lonely one with no one to 

spend his time with. 

35.The slumber party will be held on Friday 16th June at 7:00p.m. 

     The activity will take place at the Lewis House-1101 Old Clinton Drive. 

36.Activities that will appeal to the children are watching movies, styling hair 

and playing. (Any two) 

37.You can contact Miranda. 

38.A sleep over party. 

39.It is written in bold to highlight it as important information. 

40.Emily will invite her classmates because they are her friends. 

 
TEST 15 

 

SECTION 1 
1.Mark’s    2.women’s     3.Ladies’    4.Columbus’     5.collective     6.proper     

7.abstract     8.studies     9.have     10.talk     11.do     12.cautiously     13.once     

14.anywhere      15.greediest     16.more intelligent     17.slower     18.ourselves     

19.themselves     20.herself  

 

SECTION 11---SPELLING/PUNCTUATION/GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

1.sincerely     2.birthday     3.disappointed     4.unfortunately     5.necessary     

6.assistance     7.8:00     8.Fortin     9.friend’s    10.as:     11.jewellery,     

12.mall,     13.are-is     14.feed-fed     15.much-most     16.needs-need     

17.there-their     18.healthily-healthy 

 



SECTION 111--COMPREHENSION   

19.Diseases, insects and fires are the three enemies of the forest.    

     Diseases is the most destructive.        
20.Quick detention by observers in fire towers and by aircraft patrols makes it 
possible to control the size of most fires.       

21.“Annual” suggests that diseases, insects and fires affect trees every year. 
22. Heavy insect infestation can be fought by spraying chemicals from aircraft 

or from the ground. 
23. Infestation means invasion or plague. 
24. Fire control, supervision of timber sales, protection of wildlife, reforestation 

and the management of recreational areas are objectives of a government forest 
service. 

25.Reforestation is replanting of trees and crops. 
26. A suitable title is ‘Enemies of the Forest’ or any suitable answer.  
27.The poet is fishing in the blue lagoon. 

28.The fish wanted the poet to set him free and he will grant him three wishes. 
29.The fish promised the poet a kingdom of wisdom, a palace of gold and all the 
goodies his fancy can hold. 

30.A personification is used. 
31.Delicious means tasty. 

32.The fish laughed at the poet because he was able to fool the poet and was set 
free. 
33.The fish again promised the poet if he let him go he would grant him some 

wishes. 
34.The poet did not listen to the fish. He caught the fish, cooked it and ate it. 

35. Lenny from Lenny’s Vintage Rental Services is responsible for the flyer. 
36. 1.     $ 25 000 for any information on the vehicle. 1. No questions asked.  
37. The vehicle was last seen in the area of Morzart’s Mall, Arima. 

38.Vintage means old/antique/old-fashioned. 
39.To attract the readers’ attention to the flyer so that they will notice the 
missing vehicle/ To see what the vehicle looks like. 

40. The flyer can be placed in the newspaper because a lot of people read it  
daily.             

       
 

 

    

        

             

        


